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Ground LME

*1: once a link is established T3 should be cancelled and therefore it should not generate any stimuli.

*2: the decision as to what constitutes acceptable or unacceptable parameters is a matter of policy of the
system’s operator.

*3: the assumption here is that since we are only considering operation with a single provider the stimulus
to establish a new link when one is already establish is interpreted as a handoff command.

*4: this is a ‘make-before-break’ principle. The consideration here is that if N2 has been exhausted we
should first establish a new link instead of brutally disconnecting the old one.

*5: we interpret this case to mean that the ground system is telling the aircraft to abandon the handoff
process and return to current ground station.

* G1:If the sequence number is identical to the most recently received XID, which is identical to this
sequence number, than the XID shall be discarded instead of the indicated action occurring.

*G2 If the LME supports initating handoffs, then the action is an XID_CMD_HO (P=1) and the next state
is HO_init_pend; otherwise, the action is an XID_CMD_HO (P=0) and the next state is
HO_req_pend.

**: If the LME deletes all links or if a DLE deletes the remaining link, the LME will enter the ADM state
(e.g., in response to an error); when the link is torn down, the packet layer will crumble, which will
take down the SNDCF context, and finally the routing protocol will update the FIB.  An aircraft LME
will immediately try to reestablish communications by sending an XID_CMD_LE.  A ground LME will
do nothing and just wait for the aircraft to send the XID_CMD_LE.

**: Illegal, unexpected, disconnected, and bad parameters LCRs shall be sent with maximum delay.

**: deleting the link cancels the T3 timer if it was running on that link
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